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Abstract 

The emergence of social media platforms in the digital age has provided individuals all over the world with 

unparalleled possibilities for creative expression. However, under the surface of these virtual communities is a 

complicated web of copyright complexities that control the ownership and use of the information exchanged. 

This research paper, "Navigating Copyright Ownership and Creative Expression in Social Media," digs 

thoroughly into the complex link between copyright ownership and the dynamic world of creative expression in 

the social media environment. The study begins by looking at how copyright ownership works in the context of 

social media platforms, analyzing the formation of copyright rights and the procedures for enforcing them. It 

analyzes the ever-changing tension between content producers' rights, platform providers' interests, and user 

expectations in an environment where ideas flow freely and intellectual property borders dissolve. Furthermore, 

the influence of copyright ownership on creative expression that lies within the social media ecosystem is 

investigated in this study. It investigates how copyright knowledge affects the scope, diversity, and originality 

of creative output exchanged on digital platforms, as well as the tactics used to reduce copyright-related risks 

and disputes. This study paper provides useful insights into the intricacies and problems that content providers, 

platform operators, and users all encounter. Finally, the goal of this study is to give a thorough knowledge of 

how copyright ownership connects with and impacts creative expression in the setting of social media. By 

exploring the numerous mechanisms at work, it adds to the wider discussion of intellectual property rights, 

innovation, and the digital world, providing insights and advice for effectively navigating this difficult terrain. 
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Introduction 

The rapid expansion of online social media platforms in the digital era has altered the terrain of creative 

expression, providing millions of people across the world a voice. However, under the surface of these virtual 

communities is a complicated network of copyright complexities that govern who owns and uses the information 

shared. This research paper dives deep into this complex issue existing in the social media realm. As people 

share, remix, and create material on platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, issues about who owns 

what, where intellectual property borders reach, and how these relationships impact the creative process grow 

more relevant. This study aims to examine the complex link between copyright ownership and creative 

expression in the context of social media. It investigates the ever-changing tension between content producers' 

rights, platform providers' interests, and user expectations in an environment where ideas flow freely and 

intellectual property borders blur. This study tries to explore the complexity that constitutes the current 

environment of digital innovation by studying this nuanced interaction. 

 

Research Problem 

In light of the increasing development of creative content on social media platforms, complicated and developing 

issues around copyright ownership have arisen, providing a huge difficulty in identifying and protecting the 

rights of content producers, users, and platform providers. This study seeks to address the following overall 

research issue “In what manner can copyright ownership be efficiently controlled in harmony with fostering the 

growth of creative expression in the fast-changing landscape of social media, while taking into account the 

different interests of content creators, users, and platform operators?" This research issue captures the varied 

character of copyright difficulties in social media and establishes the groundwork for a thorough inquiry of the 

legal, ethical, and practical components of copyright ownership and creative expression in this digital setting 

 

Research Questions 

1. How does copyright ownership function in the context of social media platforms? 

2. How does copyright ownership impact creative expression on social media 

 

Research Objectives 

1. To analyze the dynamics of copyright ownership in social media 

2. To examine the impact of copyright ownership on creative expression in the context of social media 

 

Copyright Ownership in Social Media 

The creation of copyright rights in the context of social media is an important but frequently challenging process. 

When users create and distribute material on these networks, they automatically own the copyright to their work. 

However, complications emerge when evaluating how these rights interact with platform restrictions and other 
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users' behavior. While users maintain ownership of their material, they frequently transfer some usage rights to 

social media platforms in order to ease content sharing and dissemination. Understanding these rights' bounds 

and how they are formed is critical for navigating the environment of copyright ownership in social media.  

 

Users must agree to the terms of service imposed by social media networks while creating accounts and utilizing 

the sites. These terms of service frequently include stipulations concerning copyright ownership and the 

platform's usage rights. While these agreements vary depending on the platform, they usually define the 

platform's rights to host, display, and distribute user-generated material. Acceptance of these conditions by users 

is a contractual agreement that affects the dynamics of copyright ownership on the site. As a result, users must 

be conscious of the effects of these phrases on their creative works. 

 

The concepts of copyright and social media regularly are at odds, creating user confusion and misunderstanding. 

Instagram's user agreement has been extensively criticized as being fundamentally unfair, and uploading third-

party content to Instagram can subject users to claims of copyright infringement. Instagram is responsible for 

sufficiently warning its users about the risks of sharing third-party content and should impose a more stringent 

copyright policy. The impact of technology on copyright law, recognizing that the development of online sharing 

tools has increased at such a rate of accessibility that it has influenced how copyright-protected content is used 

and valued1. 

 

When sharing their work on social media, content creators may come across content licensing agreements in 

addition to platform terms of service. These agreements are frequently part of the platform's special 

characteristics or activities, such as content monetization or sharing content with other users. Understanding the 

terms and circumstances of these license agreements is critical because they may determine how much control 

and ownership content producers maintain over their creations. Some agreements may provide the platform or 

other users extra rights, while others may limit the use of the material outside of the platform. 

 

Implementing the rights to copyright in the social media ecosystem is fraught with difficulties. Typically, social 

media networks provide means for reporting copyright infringement, allowing copyright holders to alert the 

platform of unlawful uses of their content. Platforms may take steps such as deleting or restricting access to 

copyrighted material after being alerted. However, navigating these enforcement methods can be difficult, since 

they require content owners to demonstrate proof of copyright ownership and improper use. Furthermore, 

                                                
1An Analysis of the Fundamental Tensions Between Copyright and Social Media: The Legal Implications of Sharing Images on 

Instagram.” International Review of Law, Computers & Technology, vol. 33, no. 2, Taylor and Francis, July 2018, pp. 164–86. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13600869.2018.1475897. 
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disagreements between copyright holders and users suspected of infringement can be acrimonious, prompting 

court involvement in many cases. 

 

Creative Expression in Social Media 

Creative expression shines in the ever-growing setting of social networking sites, as people from a variety of 

backgrounds express their thoughts, artistry, and ideas with a global audience. However, in the modern digital 

context, the relationship between copyright ownership and creative expression is deep and significant. The 

copyright ownership influences the breadth, diversity, and originality of creative output posted on social Media.  

The Knowledge on copyright influences the user behavior and the tactics used by content providers and users to 

manage copyright issues. 

 

Copyright ownership has a huge influence on the extent and diversity of creative output on social media. Users' 

knowledge of issues related to copyright often dictates the sorts of material they create and distribute. Individuals, 

for example, may be cautious to utilize copyrighted resources in their posts or projects, resulting in a greater 

emphasis on creating unique content. While this may encourage innovation, it may also result in a flood of user-

generated content that follows copyright laws but lacks the diversity that comes from remixing and expanding 

upon prior works. The content landscape on social media is determined by a balancing act between creativity 

and conformity with copyright laws. 

 

The ownership of copyright determines not just the diversity of information, as well as its originality and creative 

potential. Concerns about infringement of copyright may inhibit creators from exploring transformative or 

derivative works. To avoid any legal conflicts of interest, certain creators may deliberately endeavor to develop 

new and innovative work. Because of the interaction between copyright ownership and creativity, individuals 

may seek to create work that is both legally compliant and aesthetically unique. 

 

The understanding of copyright ownership has a significant impact on user behavior in social media. To 

guarantee that their material adheres to legal and ethical standards, content producers may devote time and effort 

in learning about copyright laws, fair use principles, and platform-specific copyright regulations. This 

understanding frequently leads to users making educated judgments about including copyrighted items, properly 

acknowledging sources, and asking permission when necessary. Simultaneously, users may exercise caution in 

order to avoid potential copyright issues, which may limit their willingness to fully engage in creative expression. 

 

To deal with copyright-related problems in the realm of social media, users and content providers adopt a variety 

of tactics. Some people choose to acquire permission or license agreements for copyrighted works they want to 

include into their output ahead of time. Others may choose content-sharing networks and technologies that make 

it easier to use legal content, such as royalty-free stock pictures or creative commons resources. Furthermore, 
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some people may employ transformative and parodic ways to engage with copyrighted material within the 

bounds of fair use. 

 

Copyright Infringement and Enforcement 

Different strategies have been used by social media platforms to detect and identify copyright infringement inside 

their huge ecosystems. One important technique is automatic content recognition technology, which compares 

posted content to a database of copyrighted works. Additionally, content owners and rights holders should 

regularly monitor social media sites for unlawful usage of their works. Users can also report suspected copyright 

infractions, encouraging platforms to investigate and take action.  

 

When copyright infringement comes to light, social media sites take a variety of steps to address the problem. 

These may include the removal or limitation of infringing content, the suspension or termination of user accounts, 

or the issuance of warnings to users. Platforms may also use content filters and geoblocking to prevent future 

distribution of copyrighted works. Platforms' approaches might vary greatly based on the degree of seriousness 

and incidence of infringement, as well as the platform's unique regulations. 

 

The effectiveness of enforcement efforts in combating copyright infringement on social media platforms is a 

subject of intense discussion. Although automated content recognition technology has increased detection 

rapidity and precision, it can still produce false positives or overlook complex examples of fair usage. Measures 

of enforcement must find a compromise between safeguarding the rights of copyright holders and not limiting 

legitimate forms of creative expression. The success of these measures is partly dependent on platforms' 

willingness to invest in and constantly upgrade their enforcement mechanisms. 

 

Infringement of copyright on social media platforms may result in legal consequences for both users and the 

platforms. Copyright holders may take legal action against infringers, demanding monetary penalties or 

injunctions. In case social media platforms neglect to address infringement of copyright quickly, they could face 

legal responsibility, especially if they are deemed to have "actual knowledge" of the infringing content. 

Copyright infringement may have a detrimental influence on the engagement and impact of content providers. 

When creators utilize copyrighted content without permission, they risk legal action and reputational harm. This 

might result in lower engagement from their audience and a loss of money. On the other side, providing original 

material may help producers stand out and gain a dedicated audience. Creating unique material, on the other 

hand, may help artists stand out and establish a dedicated audience. Copyright disputes are frequently resolved 

by content creators communicating with the opposite side. To avoid copyright infringement, material providers 

should obtain permission and give acknowledgement to the legitimate holder.2 In the United States, the Digital 

                                                
2Nicdao, Jethro D., et al. “Context, Engagement and Impact of Copyright Infringement Among Selected Content Creators: A Brief...” 

ResearchGate, Oct. 2022, https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.35834.98240. 
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Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) establishes a framework for combating copyright infringement on online 

platforms, including provisions for takedown notices and safe harbors. 

 

It is difficult to navigate the arena of copyright violations and enforcement on social media. The distinction 

between fair use and infringement can be subjective and context-dependent. Because copyright laws and 

enforcement processes differ by country, the worldwide nature of social media sites complicates enforcement 

even more. Furthermore, platforms must strike a balance between the interests of copyright holders and those of 

users, creating an atmosphere that encourages creation while protecting intellectual property rights. 

 

Copyright infringement and enforcement on social media platforms is a complicated and ever-changing 

landscape. Mechanisms for recognizing and reacting to violation are always evolving, as are the legal 

repercussions for people and platforms. Balancing the rights of owners of copyright while safeguarding creative 

expression, besides the worldwide character of social media platforms, provide endless issues. Understanding 

the complexities of copyright enforcement in the context of social media is critical for content creators, rights 

holders, platform operators, and consumers as they navigate the ever-changing digital world. 

 

Copyright Issues 

Technology has inevitably progressed more swiftly than the law, and even it is more specifically apparent with 

new social media platforms and photo sharing apps emerging out nearly every week. Today's social media 

platforms enable users to rapidly exchange material.  

There is a widespread misconception that everything found on the internet may be utilized without the 

authorization of the copyright holder. However, it is critical to understand that copyright rules protect both digital 

and printed information. Those who deal with books, articles, and other people's content must be aware of 

copyright problems. Copyright laws vary according to the country, although they share certain similar concepts 

as a result of international treaties such as the Berne Convention of 1886. When dealing with content, whether 

it's initially digital, digitized, or licensed, digital library creators must be careful of copyright problems. To avoid 

copyright infringement while developing born-digital content for digital libraries, apply technology safeguards 

such as digital watermarking and encryption. 

 

Infringing on someone's copyright is a concern for creators of content in the age of open access. Digitizing out-

of-print texts is often not a problem, and libraries frequently do so to preserve historical records. Uploading 

digital information for public access, on the other hand, may necessitate authorization from the copyright holder. 

Libraries can be more flexible when digitizing their own content, but when scanning protected works, they must 
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exercise caution. In terms of acquired digital content, digital libraries often get licenses. The library must educate 

users to guarantee compliance with copyright rules and licensing agreements, depending on the terms and 

circumstances of these licenses.3 

 

It is critical to realize that each social media site has its own set of regulations and takes significant measures to 

safeguard themselves and their users. To find out what is and is not acceptable on each platform, examine the 

Terms & Services. With the proliferation of new social media platforms and sharing applications, the potential 

of copyright abuse through content sharing is more prevalent than ever. Not to mention the possibility to re-post, 

store, or share other people's material on various social networking networks. When there are so many 

alternatives accessible, allowing you to post someone's photo with the press of a button, it's easy to lose sight of 

the legal ramifications of what you do on social media.4 

 

Stephanie Sinclair V. Mashable 

In a copyright infringement action, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York 

recently issued an order upholding the conditions of use of the social networking website-Instagram. Sinclair, a 

photographer, brought this complaint against Mashable, a digital media and entertainment platform, after the 

former accused the latter of integrating her shot in an article published online by Mashable. Sinclair alleged that 

Mashable utilized a photograph that she had previously uploaded on her Instagram account in their piece without 

her authorization. Mashable, on the other hand, reported that before using Sinclair's image, they contacted her 

and offered her USD 50 to license the image from her, but Sinclair rejected. Mashable then sub-licensed the shot 

from Instagram and included it in an article published on their website. When Sinclair filed the lawsuit after 

Mashable refused to remove the photograph, the court ruled in favor of Mashable, stating that under Instagram's 

terms of service, if a user has a public account, any other user can share a picture taken from a public account 

without the original account holder's permission. This is feasible because Instagram's policy permits users to 

embed posts on their websites using API (application programming interface). The court ruled that Mashable did 

not violate Sinclair's copyright. The right to directly license the photo and Instagram's right as a licensee to 

sublicense the photo to Mashable were separate and distinct rights. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
3Mahesh, G., and Rekha Mittal. “Digital Content Creation and Copyright Issues.” The Electronic Library, vol. 27, no. 4, Emerald 

Publishing Limited, Aug. 2009, pp. 676–83. https://doi.org/10.1108/02640470910979615. 
4Shrivatsava, Deepa. “Issues of Copyright in Use of Social Media and Applications: A New Challenge.” International Journal of 

Creative Research Thoughts, vol. 8, no. 9, ISSN: 2320-2882, Sept. 2020, pp. 2296–304. 
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Conclusion 

Ultimately, the rapid expansion of online social media platforms has radically changed the arena of creative 

expression, allowing innumerable people all over the world to have their voices heard. Nonetheless, under the 

surface of these virtual communities is a complex web of copyright problems that govern the ownership and use 

of shared information. As individuals continue to distribute, alter, and create material on platforms like 

Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, concerns about ownership, intellectual property borders, and their impact 

on the creative process have become increasingly important. This research attempted to explore the delicate 

relationship between copyright ownership and creative expression in the context of social media. This article has 

investigated the ever-changing balance between content producers' rights, platform providers' interests, and user 

expectations in a setting where ideas flow freely and intellectual property lines get blurred. In this setting of 

constant change and innovation, it is critical to strike a delicate balance that fosters creativity, protects intellectual 

property, and guarantees that the digital age stays a realm where ideas grow and evolve. 
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